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ABSTRACT

The behaviour of the LMS adaptive algorithm is ana�
lyzed for a class of adaptive �lters that is based on a
cascade of identical N �th order all�pass sections� The
well�known tapped�delay�line is a special case of this
class� We look at the rate of convergence and the steady�
state weight �uctuations� It is shown that in the steady
state the weight�error correlation matrix satis�es a Lya�
pounov equation for su�ciently small values of the step�
size� Sometimes a priori knowledge of the unknown ref�
erence system is available that can be used to select
the N parameters of the all�pass section� In these cases
the LMS adaptive �lter based on a cascade of identi�
cal all�pass sections can outperform the LMS adaptive
tapped�delay�line�

� INTRODUCTION

The widespread use of the LMS adaptive algorithm ap�
plied to a tapped�delay�line �TDL� is a direct conse�
quence of its simplicity and good performance� For the
analysis of the behaviour of the LMS algorithmmost au�
thors rely on an �independence assumption� stating sta�
tistical independence of successive input vectors 	
�� It is
argued that for the analysis to be tractable this assump�
tion must be made� However� due to the �deterministic�
coherence between successive input vectors� the inde�
pendence assumption cannot be justi�ed� This logical
inconsistency has recently led to alternative approaches�
Particularly the weight �uctuations in the fully adapted
state are studied in 	� without making use of the inde�
pendence assumption� An iterative procedure is used to
arrive at a power series of the weight�error correlation
matrix �WECM� in terms of the step�size�
In this paper we study the behaviour of the LMS algo�

rithm applied to a more general class of adaptive �lters�
The delay line is replaced by a cascade of identical all�
pass sections of order N and each tap signal is �ltered
to yield N outputs� In Section  this structure is in�
troduced and a few relevant properties are given� In
Section � some notational aspects concerning the LMS
algorithm applied to the all�pass �lter bank are treated�
Section � deals with the WECM� which is shown to be

the solution of a Lyapounov equation� Two explicitly
solvable cases of the Lyapounov equation are considered�
Section � contains a performance analysis of the LMS
algorithm applied to the all�pass �lter bank in terms
of adaptation speed and misadjustment� Finally� some
concluding remarks are made in the Discussion�

� THE ALL�PASS FILTER BANK

Consider a �lter bank of P sections� cf� Fig� 
� Com�
pared to the TDL each delay element has been replaced
by an N �th order all�pass section with the transfer func�
tion

A�z� �

QN

i���
� z pi�QN

i���z � pi�
�

The �not necessarily distinct� poles pi are real or occur
in complex conjugate pairs and lie inside the unit circle�
Each tap signal in the cascade is �ltered by a section
B�z� with one input andN outputs� The latter is chosen
such that the NP impulse responses of the �lter bank
form an orthonormal set� These functions are usually
referred to as �Kautz functions� 	���	���

�
x�k�
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Figure 
� Orthonormal �lter bank based on a cascade
of identical N �th order all�pass sections

If we take A�z� � �
 � �z���z � �� and B�z� �p

� �� z��z � �� with j�j � 
 we have N � 
 and

we obtain a �Laguerre �lter bank� 	��� Its orthonor�
mal impulse responses are called the �discrete Laguerre
functions� 	��� Note that for � � � the Laguerre �lter
bank degenerates into a TDL�
Although most of the following analysis applies to

more general structures� that of Fig� 
 deserves special
attention� all�passes imply energy conservation along



the �lter line and good numerical properties� while the
repetitive structure can be easily implemented�
The Kautz �lter bank is assumed to be excited by

a zero�mean� stationary stochastic signal x�k� with au�
tocorrelation function Xl � Efx�k�x�k � l� g� power
��x � X�� and power spectral density function �xx����
Furthermore� it operates in the steady state such that
also the M � NP outputs of the �lter bank can be
viewed as stationary� These outputs are written in
vector notation as u�k� � fut��k�� � � � � u

t
P �k� g

t� where
up�k� denotes the N�
 output vector of the p�th section
�p � 
� � � � � � P �� The corresponding M �M covariance
matrix R � Efu�k�ut�k� g is symmetric and �semi��
positive de�nite� It has a block�Toeplitz structure where
the size of the blocks is N �N � Its eigenvectors are or�
thogonal and its eigenvalues �� to �M are non�negative�
For white x�k� the covariance matrix becomes R � ��xI
because the �lter bank is orthonormal�
We now show that the smallest eigenvalue �min of R

satis�es the inequality 	��

�min � min
a ���

atRa

ata
� minf�xx��� g� �
�

Let gm�k� with m � 
� � � � ��M denote the impulse re�
sponse of the m�th �lter bank output� and Gm�ej�� its
Fourier transform� We then �nd

atRa �



�

Z �

��

j

MX
m��

amGm�e
j��j��xx��� d�

�



�

Z �

��

j

MX
m��

amGm�e
j��j�d� minf�xx���g�

where the am are the M components of the vector a�
Using the orthogonality of the impulse responses gm�k�
implying that of the system functions Gm�ej��� we eas�
ily obtain

atRa � ata minf�xx���g�

which implies �
�� The counterpart of �
�� not used in
this paper� reads as 	��

�max � maxf�xx��� g�

Hereafter we assume that x�k� is �persistently excit�
ing�� which means that �xx��� 	 � for all frequencies�
or equivalently� �min 	 ��

� THE LMS ADAPTIVE ALL�PASS FILTER

Let x�k� simultaneously excite an adaptive �lter of the
above�mentioned type and a linear and time�invariant
�reference system� whose output� corrupted by addi�
tive noise n�k�� yields the �desired signal� d�k�� The
noise n�k� is a zero�mean� stationary stochastic process
with autocorrelation function Nl � Efn�k�n�k � l�g�
power ��n � N�� and power spectral density function

�nn���� The weight vector of the adaptive �lter is de�
noted by w�k� � fw��k�� � � � � wM�k� gt� The output
y�k� of the adaptive �lter can be written as wt�k�u�k��
By subtracting y�k� from the desired signal we construct
the �error signal� e�k� � d�k� � y�k�� which can be
used to update w�k�� In the �optimal� Wiener solution
w � wo the weights are such that the Mean�Squared
Error �MSE� Ef e��k� g is minimal�
The weight error vector v�k� is de�ned as the instanta�

neous di�erence between the weight vector of the adap�
tive �lter and the Wiener solution� v�k� � w�k� � wo�
Assuming that the reference system can be modelled by
the Kautz �lter set used for the adaptive �lter� so that
its output equals wt

� u�k�� the error signal can be written
as

e�k� � n�k� � wt
o u�k� � wt u�k�

� n�k� � vt�k�u�k��

The LMS adaptive algorithm is given by

w�k � 
� � w�k� � 
 e�k�u�k��

Here 
 is the adaptation constant or step�size� We may
write for the weight�error vector�

v�k � 
� � v�k� � 
u�k�ut�k� v�k� � 
n�k�u�k�

� �I � 
R�k�� v�k� � 
 f �k�� ��

where we have used the short�hand notation R�k� �
u�k�ut�k� and f �k� � n�k�u�k�� As in 	�� equation ��
is the starting point for the determination of the positive
�semi��de�nite WECM� given by V � Ef v�k� vt�k� g�

� THE WECM

For su�ciently small values of 
 the time�varying term
R�k� in �� can be replaced by its constant average R�
Then in the limiting case 
� �� the WECM satis�es a
Lyapounov equation �henceforth all summations extend
from �� to � unless stated otherwise��

RV � V R � 
F � ���

where F �
P

l F l� F l � NlRl� Rl � Efu�k�ut�k � l�g�
and R � R�� For the proof the reader is referred to
the Appendix� This Lyapounov equation was already
found in 	� and 	�� for the special case of the TDL� We
consider two explicitly solvable cases�
	 If n�k� is white� the right�hand side of equation ���
equals 
��nR� and the WECM becomes

V � �

�

��n I �

	 If x�k� is white we get

V � �

�

 �R� ���

where �R is the covariance matrix of the outputs u��k�
to uM �k� of the Kautz �lter in the imaginary situation



that it is excited by n�k� instead of x�k�� Here we have
used that the impulse responses of the �lter bank are
orthonormal�
Proof� For the fp� qg�th element of the matrix F in

��� we may write

fFgpq �
X
l

NlEfup�k�uq�k � l� g

�
X
l

Nl

�X
s��

�X
t��

gp�s�gq�t�Xs�l�t

� ��x

�X
s��

�X
t��

gp�s�gq�t�Ns�t� ���

which represents ��x times the covariance between the
p�th and the q�th output of the �lter bank as if it had
been excited by n�k� instead of x�k�� Also� from ���
with R � ��xI we know that


fFgpq � ��xfV gpq� ���

Combination of ��� and ��� concludes the proof of ����

� PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section our interest will be focussed on the termi�
nal behaviour of the LMS algorithm� The performance
of an adaptation algorithm is usually characterized by
two measures� the rate of convergence and the misad�
justment� As is well known� the rate of convergence of
the LMS algorithm is determined by the smallest eigen�
value of R� which� in our case� is lower�bounded by the
minimumof �xx���� see �
�� Therefore� the rate of con�
vergence of the LMS algorithm remains bounded even
when the number of adaptive weights M is continuously
increased�
For a discussion of the misadjustment we decompose

the steady�state output of the adaptive �lter as

y�k� � wt
o u�k� � vt�k�u�k�

� yw�k� � yf �k��

where yw�k� is the contribution due to the Wiener co�
e�cients wo and yf �k� is that due to the weight �uctu�
ations� As proposed in 	��� for a small step�size 
 the
misadjustment should be de�ned as

misadjustment �
Ef y�f �k� g

��n
�

We then obtain

Ef y�f �k� g � Efut�k� v�k� vt�k�u�k� g�

For su�ciently small values of 
 the vector v�k� varies
so much slower than u�k� that we may write 	��� using
���

Ef y�f �k� g 
 Efut�k�V u�k� g

�




tracefRV � V R g

�





X
l

Nl Efu
t�k�u�k � l� g

�





MX
m��




�

Z �

��

�nn����xx��� jGm�e
j��j�d�����

Note the symmetry with respect to the excitation signal
and the additive noise signal� Because all contributions
to the summation in ��� are strictly positive� we can
draw the important conclusion that the misadjustment
grows without bound with increasing M �
In the special case �x�k� white� the result in ��� be�

comes �

�

M��xtracef

�Rg� When n�k� is white we obtain
�

�

M��ntracefRg� When both x�k� and n�k� are white

the result in ��� reduces to �
�

M��n�

�
x�

In the Laguerre case where N � 
 we have that
jGm�ej��j� � jB�ej��j� for all frequencies� which is a
consequence of the all�pass structure� As a result we
obtain

Efy�f �k�g �

M






�

Z �

��

�nn����xx��� jB�e
j��j� d��

For � � � the Laguerre �lter reduces to the TDL� and
we �nd �see also 	���

Ef y�f �k� g �

M






�

Z �

��

�nn����xx��� d��

which becomes �

�

M��n�

�
x when either x�k� or n�k� is

white�

� DISCUSSION

We have analyzed the LMS adaptive algorithm for a
class of adaptive �lters that is based on a cascade of
identical N �th order all�pass sections� We have shown
that the rate of convergence remains bounded even when
the number of weights M is continuously increased� We
have also shown that the misadjustment grows without
bound with increasing M � and thus for a small misad�
justment M should be kept small�
Observe� however� that besides the rate of conver�

gence and the misadjustment a third criterion has to
be reckoned with� viz� a good approximation of the ref�
erence system� In the Wiener solution� the adaptive
�lter imitates the reference system such that a prop�
erly de�ned approximation error is minimized� For a
given reference system each of the competitive adaptive
�lter structures yields an approximation error that de�
creases monotonically with the number of �lter sections
M � Conversely� for a given approximation error the min�
imally required number of �lter sections Mmin depends
on the chosen structure� If this structure contains one or
more extra free parameters �in our case the poles p� to
pN �� Mmin becomes a function of these parameters and
can be minimized when appropriate a priori knowledge



of the reference system is available� see e�g� 	��� When
this knowledge is not available� it is sometimes possible
to adaptively optimize the free parameters� This is done
for the pole of an adaptive Laguerre �lter in 	
��� Com�
pared with the classical TDL the more general all�pass
�lter banks often turn out to yield substantially lower
values of Mmin� As we have shown� a smaller Mmin

leads to a better LMS adaptive �lter�
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APPENDIX

We prove that the WECM satis�es a Lyapounov equa�
tion in the limiting case 
 � �� It is assumed that the
�lter operates in the steady state since ��� such that

the in�uence of the initial conditions can be neglected�
With �� we may write for the weight error vector

v�k�
� � 


�X
l��

�I�
R�lf �k� l� � 


�X
l��

D
lf �k� l��

where D is the symmetric �damping matrix�� We will
use the short�hand notation Dl � D

l for l � � and
Dl � � for l � �� For later use the following properties
of Dl are noted here�

D
t
l � Dl and DD

l �Dl
D and Dl�� � DDl � �l��I�

where �l is the Kronecker delta function� We �nd for
the WECM

V � Ef v�k� vt�k� g

� 
�
X
l

X
m

DlEf f�k � l�f t�k �m gDt
m

� 
�
X
l

X
m

Dl FmDm�l � 
�
X
m

Tm�

where

Tm �
X
l

Dl FmDm�l

�
X
l

Dl�� FmDm�l��

� DTmD � FmDDm�� �

D�m�� Fm � F � �m� ���

For the �rst term in ��� we may use the following ap�
proximation when 
 is su�ciently small�

DTmD � �I � 
R�Tm�I � 
R�


 Tm � 
RTm � 
TmR ���

The second and the third term in ��� can be approxi�
mated as follows�

FmDDm�� 
 Fm��m � 
�� �
��

DD�m��Fm 
 Fm���m � 
�� �

�

where ��m� is the unit step function� This last approx�
imation is valid when it is assumed that the matrix se�
quence Fm damps faster thanDm �this is true for small
values of 
�� We now obtain from ��� with ���� �
�� and
�

� that


RTm � 
TmR

� Fm��m� 
� � Fm���m � 
� � F ��m

� Fm�

Multiplying both sides by 
 and summating from ��
to � we �nd


�
X
m

RTm � 
�
X
m

TmR � 

X
m

Fm

from which the Lyapounov equation in ��� follows di�
rectly�


